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Beyond Energiewende – An existential
challenge for the German gas industry
The heating sector is the core market for gas demand in Germany. Until 2015, this sector was almost
untouched by 'Energiewende' concepts – the anti-nuclear inspired transition to cleaner (primarily
renewable) energy. But in November 2016, the German government finally presented its controversial
Climate Protection Plan 2050, which sets out a path to a decarbonised world. Although proposals,
including a ban on fossil-fuelled heating appliances from 2030, were erased, the main route in mind is a
market dominated by electric heat pumps. Power to gas (PtG) is only mentioned as a kind of fall-back
position. The gas industry has intensified lobbying, arguing that gas is a low-hanging carbon-reduction
fruit in the short term, and can later (after 2030) be replaced by “green gas” from PtG or biomethane
plants. Gas Matters examines these developments and explores the feasibility of the different paths,
taking into account politics and economics.
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